
Our company is looking for an administrative operations manager. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for administrative operations manager

Collaborates with marketing and communications departments to ensure that
collateral, press releases and web publishing are in accordance with company
standards
Consults with sales/client-facing professionals and provides recommendations
on real estate marketing best practices and strategies to maximize value for
the team's clients
Work with key stakeholders from the KYC Ops Team LOBs to draft Business
Requirements
Oversee the day-to-day Administrative Support and Office Coordination for
all of EO, including support for the SVP & VPs, the other leadership team
members
Establish and monitor department wide expectations, performance goals and
priorities, to ensure a consistent level of service among all associates
Engage heavily in the day to day management of the team within a matrixed
environment
Coordinate team schedules to make certain there is coverage at all times
while reviewing time sheets for accuracy and completeness
Anticipate the support needs of the Enterprise Operations department and
proactively solve problems and/or independently handle issues as necessary
Develop and implement the most efficient processes and best-practice
support to elevate overall productivity and effectiveness of administrative
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Qualifications for administrative operations manager

Bachelor's degree and a minimum of two years management experience
(external applicant), Bachelor's degree preferred and a minimum of 1 year
management experience (internal applicant)
40+ hours per week- varies based on seasonality and the site need
Associate's degree or two-year technical certificate
Support the development, implementation and improvement of
organizational policies and strategies
Responsibilities may also include training presentations
Advanced skill set with MS Office, Hyperion and Oracle Applications
knowledge of SQL


